
Nurture and Bliss - Retail Price List - Spring 2012
All prices are in Euro

Olives and Applesauce Baby Carriers (price varies depending on design)
Lovingly designed with experience and care, these wonderful carriers combine the very 
best in comfort, safety and convenience for mum and baby! Suitable from birth onwards, 
they come in a range of wonderful colours and fabrics and…unlike other similar slings, 
they have been designed for use without a chest clip, the annoying buckle that most 
structured carriers use to help keep the straps from sliding off your shoulders. 

Brilliant Mod Swirls €124
Cool Cubism €120
Delightful Koi €124
Espresso/Avacado €122.50
Fabulous Dogwood €124
Free Bird Garden €124
Funky Flowershower €124
Gorgeous Teatime in Tomato €124
Heavenly HunkyDory Mum €124
Irresistible Ironworks €120
Jalapeno €120
Jalapeno/Black €122.5
Light and lovely Aromatherapy €124
Lovely lovely botany leaves €124
Natural/Dusky blue carrier €122.50
Taupe €120
The Classic Black €120
Timeless Espresso €120
Wine €120
Wine/natural €122.50
Wonderful teatime in sugar €124

Totseat Travel Highchair
The Totseat travel highchair is your perfect out-and-about companion. It converts dining 
chairs of all shapes and sizes into a highchair, squashes into its own tiny travel pouch, and 
is completely machine washable. It’s perfect for babies from around eight to 30 months, 
and has described it as ’well designed’ and ’very easy to use’. 

Totseat in Bluestripe €32
Totseat in Bramble €32
Totseat in Chocolate Circles €32
Totseat in Denim €32
Totseat in Limestripe €32
Totseat in Savannah €32

Hippychick Hipseat
The Hippychick Hipseat is a back supporting belt, with an integral padded foam shelf, 
developed to allow adults to carry their children naturally on their hip without the usual 
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strains on the back. Specifically designed to address one of the root causes of adult back 
pain, the seat provides a firm shelf for the child to sit on and supports their increasingly 
heavy weight from underneath. Instead of twisting the spine, the back stays straight and 
the child is tucked into the chest on whichever side is more comfortable for the wearer, 
providing comfort and security for both adult and child. 

Hipseat in Black €49.95
Hipseat in Burgundy €49.95
Hipseat in Navy blue €49.95
Hipseat in Olive green €49.95
Hipseat in Black €49.95
Hipseat in Black €49.95

Moover Toys
Winner of the BEST CLASSIC Toy in the Junior Design Awards 2011
A fabulous Danish designed and award winning wooden toy range.  Both classic and 
modern, there are five stylish ride-on and walker toys to choose from. Innovative click 
system assembly. A quality and beautifully crafted toy to cherish. 

Dolls Pram €77.50
Dump Truck €72.95
Rocking Horse €105
Truck €56.50
Walker €56.50

Hippychick Waterproofs
Waterproof, windproof and breathable rain gear for children. Available in sizes 12 months - 
4 years. Please ask about available sizes and colours.

All-in-ones €35.95
Dungarees €31.95
Fleece-lined all-in-ones €45.95
Fleece-lined jackets €44.95
Over-trousers €22.95

Baby Change Bags
A highly functional and stylish bag. Inside there are two large inner compartments and 
separate pouch for nappies and wipes, a thermal bottle holder to keep drinks warm or cold 
and an adjustable padded strap. This bag comes with a changing pad and a zippered dry 
bag. 

Available in Black, Brown, Green, Pink €56.95 each

Wallaboo Messenger Bags
These sensible yet stylish changing bags from Wallaboo are made from microfibre suede 
with a waterproof inner lining. They are more than just functional, they are fashionable as 
well. 

Available in Black, Chocolate, Warm Red €77.95 each
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Baby Sense Nurture Nest
Breastfeeding is a wonderfully bonding, intimate experience for many mothers, but one 
that can be marred by finding it difficult to achieve a comfortable position for your baby to 
feed in. The brand new, comma-shaped Baby Sense Nurture Nest comes to the rescue by 
providing a wonderfully cocooned environment for baby to rest in, that lifts and supports 
them in a position which enables mum to completely relax while feeding.
The ease with which mothers can position their babies for a good latch-on contributes to 
the success of feeding and establishing a breast milk supply. The Nurture Nest helps to 
place babies optimally, relieving shoulders as baby is held in the feeding position, and 
reducing the risk of backache. 

Baby Sense Nurture Nest €25

Shoo Shoo Footwear
Shoo Shoos give your child's feet the healthiest start in life. The shoes are equipped with 
non-slip soles to help promote confident first steps and safe walking with no laces to tie-up 
or trip over. The non-constricting nature of Shoo Shoos baby shoes allow baby’s feet to 
grow naturally. Shoo Shoos are recommended by footcare specialists. We have a wide 
range of wonderful styles to choose from which are all available in 4 sizes (0 - 24 months). 

Shoo Shoo Footwear - €25 per pair 
Please specify size & design when ordering!

Blue Daisy (girls)
Blue Yellow Truck
Brown Lions (boys)
Brown T-bar (girls)
Denim Giraffe
Fuchsia Zigzag
Navy Pink Butterfly (girls)
New Brown T-bar (girls)
Pale Pink Daisy (girls)
Pink Giraffe (girls)
Pink Stars
Pink Stars (girls)
Pink T-bar
Red/white flower T-bar (girls)
Sand Bee
Sand Red Train
Sand Yellow Lion (boys)

Wallaboo Baby Booties
These gorgeous Wallaboo baby shoes are designed to stay on and keep little feet happy. 
There is an adjustable Velcro ankle tab to allow room for growth. Lovely and warm, they 
are ideal for out and about as well as for use in the home. Made from the softest microfibre 
suede and a matching 100% cotton lining, these baby shoes warm up any wardrobe. 
Available in 5 Beautiful Colours (chocolate, Red, Lime, Ecru and Baby Blue) and 2 sizes 0-
6 months and 6-12 months. 

Wallaboo Booties - €19.95 per pair 
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Please specify size & colour when ordering!

Mocc Ons
Mocc Ons are moccasin style slipper socks that ensure babies and toddlers have warm 
and comfortable feet throughout the winter season. There are 3 sizes and 2 great designs, 
pink spot and zebra stripes. 

Mocc Ons - €14.99 per pair 
Please specify size & design when ordering!

Dribble Ons
Dribble-ons are made of a super-soft combination of stretch cotton and terry towelling to 
absorb any unwanted moisture. It also makes them super-comfortable next to your baby’s 
tender skin, and still look great too. 

Available in Blue, Navy, Blueberry, Turquoise, Grape, Fuchsia, Red, Pink, Lemon, 
Orange, Lime, White, Black

Please specify colour when ordering! - €8 each

Wallaboo Baby Hats
The Wallaboo baby hat is designed to be comfortable even in the warm months. They are 
ideal for babies who need to have their head covered and protected from the cold winter 
breeze or from the sun. Super soft and form-fitting, they are the perfect accessory for any 
baby outfit and come in six wonderful colours! 

Available in Poppy Red, Toffee, Lily green, True Blue, Ivory cream, Sun orange

Please specify colour when ordering! - €9.99 each

Dusty Moon Dream Tubes
Keeping Children Safely in their beds!! The Dusty Moon Dream Tube is a soft Inflatable 
bed guard - the ultimate solution for stopping children falling out of bed. 

Dream Tube Single Set €52.85
Dream Tube Spare Sheets €32.95
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